
Wireless gaming mouse + charging dock Dareu A955 RGB 400-120 Ref: 6950589913847
Wireless gaming mouse + charging dock Dareu A955 RGB 400-12000 DPI (black)

Dareu A955 RGB Wireless Gaming Mouse + Charging Station 400-12000 DPI (black)
Choose the Dareu A955 mouse and gain an edge over your opponents. The product uses an optical sensor and PBS technology, which
translates into reliability and precision. What's more, you will  connect the product to a compatible device in 3 ways, and the included
charging  station  will  allow  you  to  prepare  it  for  use  again.  In  turn,  the  long-lasting  battery  ensures  long  working  time,  and  the  RGB
backlighting gives the set a unique touch. 
 
Several connection options
Choose  the  connection  method  that  suits  you  and  enjoy  comfortable  work.  The  Dareu  A955  mouse  connects  via  a  USB-C  cable  or
wirelessly via 2.4G band and Bluetooth. What's more, it is compatible with Windows, Android and iOS. 
 
Full control
Work and play without interference. The Dareu A955 wireless gaming mouse uses the AIM-WL optical sensor, which is responsible for the
device's high performance. What's more, you can adjust the resolution from 400-12000 DPI to customize its performance. In addition, the
maximum acceleration of the mouse is 35G. 
 
Durable battery and charging station
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The Dareu A955 mouse is equipped with a lithium battery with a capacity of 930 mAh, which ensures a long operating time. As a result,
you  can  use  it  for  about  12  days  -  if  you  use  the  2.4G  band,  or  about  30  days  when  you  pair  it  with  your  equipment  via  Bluetooth.
Charging the mouse will be facilitated by the included docking station - after about 2.-2.5 h it will be ready for further use. 
 
Included
mouse
charging station
USB to USB-C cable
user manual
	Manufacturer
	Dareu 
	Model
	A955
	Color
	black
	Connection
	wired, 2.4G, Bluetooth
	Cable length
	1.5 m
	DPI
	400/800/1600/3200/6400/12000 (wired, 2.4G), 800/1200/1600 (Bluetooth)
	Battery capacity
	930 mAh 
	Number of buttons
	6
	Working time
	approx. 47 h (2.4G), 117 h (Bluetooth)
	Charging time
	2-2.5 h
	Weight
	93 g
	Dimensions
	125 x 72 x 41 mm
	Compatibility
	Windows XP/7/8/10, Android, Mac OS
	IPS
	300
	ACC
	35G
	Refresh rate
	1000 Hz (wired, 2.4G), 135 Hz (Bluetooth)

Preço:

€ 46.49
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Jogos, Mouses
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